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What is an ETF?
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What is an ETF?

g Like a mutual Fund
/Regulated just like a mutual fund
/Has a manager
/Has a structured package of assets
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What is an ETF?

g But trades like a stock
/Listed on an Exchange like a stock or closed-end fund
/Traded intraday
/Allows for stocklike strategies such as shorting and margin investing, but this flexibility entails
complexity
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Mutual Fund Creation and Redemption

Source: Morningstar
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ETF Creation and Redemption

Source: Morningstar
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ETFs vs. Mutual Funds

g The ETF wrapper is more flexible and more transparent than a traditional fund
g Differences in distribution are also an important consideration
g The most important factor remains costs
Source: Morningstar
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A 21st Century Investing Technology

Source: Morningstar
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A 21st Century Investing Technology

g ETFs are simultaneously a product of and a poster child for the Information Age
/The computing power needed to support the “ETF Ecosystem” simply didn’t exist a few decades
ago
/Their success is in many ways reflective of global trends towards greater transparency, lower
costs, and disintermediation
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Why ETFs?
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The Elements of ETFs’ Appeal

g Low Cost
g Tax-Efficient
g Liquid
g Relative predictability
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Cost Matters

Source: Morningstar
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Cost Matters

g "It must be the case that ... after costs, the return on the average actively managed dollar will be less
than the return on the average passively managed dollar,“ William Sharpe, The Arithmetic of Active
Management
g “I don't rely on the efficient-markets hypothesis. I go by the "cost matters" hypothesis,” Jack Bogle,
Vanguard
g "If there is anything in the whole world of mutual funds that you can take to the bank, it's that
expense ratios help you make a better decision. In every single time period and data point tested,
low-cost funds beat high-cost funds,“ Russ Kinnel, Morningstar
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Active Funds’ Success Rate by Category (%)

Source: Morningstar data and calculations as of 12/31/14
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“Passive Share”

g “Passive Share” – index fund and passive ETF assets as a % of US mutual fund and ETF assets
Source: Morningstar
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Tax Efficiency

Source: Morningstar. Data as of 10/27/15.
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Tax Efficiency

Source: Morningstar. Data as of 10/27/15.
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Liquidity

g Handle with care
/“I can't help likening the ETF to the renowned Purdey shotgun, supposedly the world's best. It's
great for big-game hunting. But it's also excellent for suicide.” – Jack Bogle

Source: http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/stories/2007-04-29/whats-wrong-with-etfs
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Relative Predictability

g Investors’ expectations are crystal clear
/You will get your “fair share of the market’s return”
g Relative predictability lends itself to better behavior

Source: Morningstar. Data as of 10/27/15.
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ETF Trading Best Practices
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Trading Best Practices

g Use limit orders
g Look before you leap
/Premiums and discounts
/Bid-ask spread
/Do not trade during periods of extreme volatility
g Avoid trading near the open and the close of the market
g Try to trade when the market for the securities underlying the ETF is open and functioning
g If you don’t place any value on intraday liquidity—consider an index fund instead
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Core Building Blocks
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ETFs are Ideal Portfolio Building Blocks

g Don’t forget the KISS principle

Source: Barron's. Morningstar. Data as of 9/30/15.
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Tactical Tools
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ETFs Can Also Be Used Opportunistically

Source: Morningstar. Data as of Sep. 30, 2015.
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Our Favorites
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Our Favorite ETFs

g It shouldn’t come as a surprise that our favorite ETFs are…
/Low-cost
/Liquid
/Transparent
/Tax-efficient
/Tied to sensibly constructed benchmarks
/Sponsored by strong stewards of shareholder capital
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For Broad-Based Dirt-Cheap U.S. Equity Exposure

Source: Morningstar.
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Best in Class Ballast

Source: Morningstar.
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A Low-Cost Portfolio of High-Quality Dividend Payers

Source: Morningstar.
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Morningstar ETFInvestor Newsletter
Download your free Morningstar ETFInvestor Newsletter
g Visit: www.morningstar.com/goto/ETFBetterInvestingDownload
g New subscribers receive 50% off ETFInvestor, which includes:
g A 32-page monthly newsletter
g Ideas for income and growth from around the globe
g Two real-money portfolios
g The ETFInvestor watch list
g Trade alerts via email
g ETFInvestor Online
g 12 issues | $94 (regularly $189)
g Order now by visiting:
www.morningstar.com/goto/ETFBetterInvestingSubscribe
Morningstar ETFInvestor. Commonsense ETF investing.
Research and experience have long shown us that the key to reliable investment growth is to hold a
low-cost, diversified portfolio spread across stocks, bonds, and commodities. ETFs are the perfect
vehicle for sticking with this proven strategy.
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